partnership
A confidential manufacturing
partnership service for
organizations within the
adhesives and coatings industry.
Itac has been providing confidential manufacturing
(toll) partnership services to a wide range of
organizations, within the adhesives and coatings
sector for over a century.

Major companies have always utilised outsourcing

By demonstrating our ability to work with the

as an efficient, cost effective way of extending

world's highest calibre companies, Itac has developed

short or long term capacity. In the current

a reputation for understanding and controlling critical

economic environment the benefits of creating

to function (CTF) process parameters which are vital

the right strategic business partnerships have

to performance. Today, Itac is the partner of choice

never been greater.

for many leading names in the industry.

Replicating Quality
Itac works in partnership with world class

We operate an efficient plant with a comprehensive

companies, who often operate within critical hi-

range of mixing equipment providing dry as well as

tech areas of activity. We have developed systems

wet compounding facilities. These include bulk mixing

to monitor their strict, crucial requirements

vessels with capacities ranging from 25-3,000 litres.

to prove and measure process capability and
repeatability.
We are able to manufacture to particularly rigid
process parameters, in order to achieve 'cloned
product replication'. These include automatic
temperature and data acquisition, quantitative
filtration and dispersion measurements.
Itac is fully equipped to implement 'steady state

We are an Environment Agency accredited
manufacturer authorised to use solvents.
Whether you are looking to focus your production
on your strengths, want to test the market with a
new product prior to setting up a production facility
or simply are experiencing capacity problems, Itac
is the perfect partner for companies who wish to
contract out their production work.

manufacturing' using customer focused statistical
process control systems.

Need a new or innovative adhesive?
Our TS - intelligent technical solutions service gives you the opportunity to benefit
from our unique knowledge and skills base by having a bespoke adhesive designed and
formulated especially for your need.
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